Concepts and procedures in statistics are inherent to publications in science. Based on the incidence of standard deviations, standard errors, and confidence intervals in articles published by the American Physiological Society (APS), however, many scientists appear to misunderstand fundamental concepts in statistics (9) . In addition, statisticians have documented that statistical errors are common in the scientific literature: roughly 50% of published articles have at least one error (1, 2) . This misunderstanding and misuse of statistics jeopardizes the process of scientific discovery and the accumulation of scientific knowledge.
In an effort to improve the caliber of statistical information in articles they publish, most journals have policies that govern the reporting of statistical procedures and results. These were the previous guidelines for reporting statistics in the Information for Authors (3) provided by the APS: 1) In the MATERIALS AND METHODS, authors were told to "describe the statistical methods that were used to evaluate the data." 2) In the RESULTS, authors were told to "provide the experimental data and results as well as the particular statistical significance of the data." 3) In the DISCUSSION, authors were told to "Explain your interpretation of the data. . . ." To an author unknowing about statistics, these guidelines gave almost no help.
In In this editorial, we present specific guidelines for reporting statistics. 1 These guidelines embody fundamental concepts in statistics; they are consistent with the Uniform Requirements (14) and with the upcoming 7th edition of Scientific Style and Format, the style manual written by the Council of Science Editors (6) and used by APS Publications. We have written this editorial to provide investigators with concrete steps that will help them design an experiment, analyze the data, and communicate the results. In so doing, we hope these guidelines will help improve and standardize the caliber of statistical information reported throughout journals published by the APS.
GUIDELINES
The guidelines address primarily the reporting of statistics in the MATERIALS AND METHODS, RESULTS, and DISCUSSION sections of a manuscript. Guidelines 1 and 2 address issues of experimental design.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Guideline 1. If in doubt, consult a statistician when you plan your study. The design of an experiment, the analysis of its data, and the communication of the results are intertwined. In fact, design drives analysis and communication. The time to consult a statistician is when you have defined the experimental problem you want to address: a statistician can help you design an experiment that is appropriate and efficient. Once you have collected the data, a statistician can help you assess whether the assumptions underlying the analysis were satisfied. When you write the manuscript, a statistician can help you ensure your conclusions are justified.
Guideline 2. Define and justify a critical significance level ␣ appropriate to the goals of your study. For any statistical test, if the achieved significance level P is less than the critical significance level ␣, defined before any data are collected, then the experimental effect is likely to be real (see Ref. 9, p. 782). By tradition, most researchers define ␣ to be 0.05: that is, 5% of the time they are willing to declare an effect exists when it does not. These examples illustrate that ␣ ϭ 0.05 is sometimes inappropriate.
If you plan a study in the hopes of finding an effect that could lead to a promising scientific discovery, then ␣ ϭ 0.10 is appropriate. Why? When you define ␣ to be 0.10, you increase the probability that you find the effect if it exists.
In contrast, if you want to be especially confident of a possible scientific discovery, then ␣ ϭ 0.01 is appropriate: only 1% of the time are you willing to declare an effect exists when it does not.
A statistician can help you satisfy this guideline (see Guideline 1).
Guideline 3. Identify your statistical methods, and cite them using textbooks or review papers. Cite separately commercial software you used to do your statistical analysis. This guideline sounds obvious, but some researchers fail to identify the statistical methods they used.
2 When you follow Guideline 1, you can be confident that your statistical methods were appropriate; when you follow this guideline, your reader can be confident also. It is important that you identify separately the commercial software you used to do your statistical analysis.
Guideline 4. Control for multiple comparisons. Many physiological studies examine the impact of an intervention on a set of related comparisons. In this situation, the probability that you reject at least one true null hypothesis in the set increases, often dramatically. A multiple comparison procedure 3 protects against this kind of mistake. The false discovery rate procedure may be the best practical solution to the problem of multiple comparisons (see Ref. 8 , p. R6 -R7).
Suppose you study the concurrent impact of some chemical on response variables A, B, C, D 
In other words, after controlling for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate procedure, only the differences in variables B and C remain statistically significant. The false discovery rate procedure is useful also in the context of pairwise comparisons (see Ref. 8, p. R7).
RESULTS

Guideline 5. Report variability using a standard deviation.
Because it reflects the dispersion of individual sample observations about the sample mean, a standard deviation characterizes the variability of those observations. In contrast, because it reflects the theoretical dispersion of sample means about some population mean, a standard error of the mean characterizes uncertainty about the true value of that population mean. The overwhelming majority of original articles published by the APS report standard errors as apparent estimates of variability (9) .
To see why a standard error is an inappropriate estimate of variability among observations, suppose you draw an infinite number of samples, each with n independent observations, from some normal distribution. If you treat the sample means as observations, then the standard deviation of these means is the standard error of the sample mean (Fig. 1) . A standard error is useful primarily because of its role in the calculation of a confidence interval.
Most journals report a standard deviation using a Ϯ symbol. The Ϯ symbol is superfluous: a standard deviation is a single positive number. Report a standard deviation with notation of this form: 115 mmHg ͑SD 10͒ .
As of July 2004, articles published in APS journals will use this notation in accordance with Scientific Style and Format (6).
This guideline applies also to a data graphic in which you want to depict variability: report a standard deviation, not a standard error.
Guideline 6. Report uncertainty about scientific importance using a confidence interval. A confidence interval characterizes uncertainty about the true value of a population parameter. For example, when you compute a confidence interval for a population mean, you assign bounds to the expected discrepancy between the sample mean y and the population mean (see Ref. 9, .
The level of confidence in a confidence interval is based on the concept that you draw a large number of samples, each with n observations, from some population. Suppose you measure response variable Y in 200 random samples: you will obtain 200 different sample means and 200 different sample standard deviations. As a consequence, you will calculate 200 different 100(1 Ϫ ␣)% confidence intervals; you expect about 100(1 Ϫ ␣)% of these confidence intervals to include the actual value of the population mean.
How do you interpret a single confidence interval? If you calculate a 99% confidence interval for some population mean to be [Ϫ19, Ϫ3], then you can declare, with 99% confidence, that the population mean is included in the interval [Ϫ19, Ϫ3].
This guideline applies also to a data graphic in which you want to depict uncertainty: report a confidence interval.
Guideline 7. Report a precise P value. A precise P value does two things: it communicates more information with the same amount of ink, and it permits each reader to assess individually a statistical result. Suppose the P values associated with the main results of your study are P ϭ 0.057 and P ϭ 0.57. You might be tempted to report each value as P Ͼ 0.05 or P ϭ NS. You can communicate that the interpretations of the results differ (see Guideline 10) only if you report the precise P values. 
DISCUSSION
Guideline 10. Interpret each main result by assessing the numerical bounds of the confidence interval and by considering the precise P value. If either bound of the confidence interval is important from a scientific perspective, then the experimental effect may be large enough to be relevant. This is true whatever the statistical result-the P value-of the hypothesis test. If P Ͻ ␣, the critical significance level, then the experimental effect is likely to be real (see Ref. 9, p. 782) .
How do you interpret a P value? Although P values have a limited role in data analysis, Table 1 , adapted from Ref. 7, provides guidance. These interpretations are useful only if the power of the study was large enough to detect the experimental effect.
SUMMARY
The specific guidelines listed above can be summarized by these general ones:
• Analyze your data using the appropriate statistical procedures and identify these procedures in your manuscript: Guidelines 2-4.
• Report variability using a standard deviation, not a standard error: Guideline 5.
• Report a precise P value and a confidence interval when you present the result of an analysis: Guidelines 6 -10.
• If in doubt, consult a statistician when you design your study, analyze your data, and communicate your findings: Guideline 1.
The mere adherence to guidelines for reporting statistics can never substitute for an understanding of concepts and procedures in statistics. Nevertheless, we hope these guidelines, when used with other resources (4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14) , will help improve the caliber of statistical information reported in articles published by the American Physiological Society. 
